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The Adventist World Radio studio in Ukraine receives between 150 to 300 letters a month from
listeners, describing their joy in finding Jesus through AWR’s broadcasts. One letter from a young
woman read:
“Recently, I listened to one of your programs, which I enjoyed very much! I had never
listened to any religious broadcast before, but there lives an amazing elderly person
in our village, Nickolay Ivanovich. Despite his poor eyesight, he knows the Bible very
well. He advised me to listen to your radio program. There I found a lot of things that
are of interest to me. I crave answers to many issues that I am concerned about, like:
Who is God? How can one fulfill God’s law? I want to know more about the principles
of a happy family life.
“Nickolay has a good knowledge of the Bible because he takes your correspondence
Bible course. Inspired by his example, I decided to begin to study the Bible. Please,
mail the handbooks that will introduce me to the Holy Scriptures. Let me thank you
once again for your radio programs and your labor. Sincerely, Irina.”
Around the world, people are tuning in to AWR through a wide variety of ways. From FM listeners
like Irina, to Middle Eastern students in Internet cafes and villagers with small shortwave radios in
Cambodia, people are hearing – and responding to – the voice of hope in their own languages,
thanks to AWR’s ministry.
AWR’s programs can be heard on shortwave, AM/FM, and online in more than 100 languages. Your
generous gift to the annual offering today will keep those programs traveling to the furthest corners of the globe. Thank you for your support!

Note: A short video to accompany the appeal is available at awr.org/offering and YouTube.com/
awrweb.

